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NSS IN SOCIAL-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Paper :SEC-4.1/6.1

Full Marks : 40

Pass Marks: 16

Time : 2 hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. 1^ • 1^8=8

Answer the following as directed :

(a) ^ 1^ CW WT ̂  ̂ ?

On which day is the World Environment
Day observed?

(b) ODS^ ?

What is the full form of CDS?
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( 2 )

(c) National Disaster Management

Authoritj^ "WI ^ CW ?

Who is the Chairperson of National

Disaster Management Authority?

(d) ^Scalable start-up' ?

What is meant by 'scalable start-up?

(e) *Start-up India Scheme' ̂

Under whose leadership was the 'Start
up India Scheme' announced by the
Government of India?

(f) *pif *entreprendre' |

The French word 'entreprendre'
' means .

( Fill in the blank)

(g) m cucfe
7

Where do the college NSS units submit
their quarterly report?

(h)

What do you mean by 'pandemic?
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( 3 )

2. v55|^ ^ (1^ C^Id^ 1^1^) :
4x3=12

Write short notes on the following (any

three) :

(a)

Role of government in environment
protection

(b) SEA Wrm 2PTO)
SBA (Small Business Administration)

(c)

The Disaster Management Act, 2005

(d)

Deforestation

(e) «Hv©^ ̂ tsR^hlT 2IW
Common types of disaster in N-E India

3. 'oil®!?!?!! 1^ ^R^vsci
>8^ 1% 2t^ ^5^ ■Rr'ti i

2+8=10

What do you mean by 'global warming?
Ebqslain briefly the impact of climate change
on human beings.

^sm/Or

1^ SPfMWH 1% 1%? 1^ C¥Id=lT
4+6=10

What are the different types of environmental
degradation? Explain any two.
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( 4 )

^mi/Or

^

1% 1%? ̂ 5?^^ "^DWa^W CI?T ^idR^
I  10

What is disaster management? What are its

various types? Write about the role of NSS in
disaster management.

4. 1% al^w

2+8=10

What do you mean by 'civil defence? What
are the major tasks of civil defence? Explain.

^W/Or

^  wf wnfw

2+8=10

What is meant by 'social entrepreneurship?
Discuss briefly about the vgirious qualities of
a good entrepreneur.

^smi/Or

#s' 1%? *[\4i*8fR^ 1% 1%
awi«?i ? I 2+8=10

What is meant by 'micro-finance? Write the

formalities of funding a venture.
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